EDITORIAL

Secretary General, International Association of Advanced Materials, Gammalkilsvägen 18, Ulrika 590 53, Sweden

Advanced Materials Congress, AMC, regularly organized
by a non-profit organization, International Association of
Advanced Materials, IAAM since 2011, is a well-known
international assembly that focuses on advanced materials
science, engineering, and technology (Fig. 1) [1-4]. AMC

offers truly comprehensive platforms for students,
researchers, policy makers, entrepreneurs and professionals
from academia and industry to promote multi-inter-transdisciplinary research, innovation, and technology in the
field of advanced materials [5,6].

Fig. 1. In ten years of establishment, Advanced Materials Congress, AMC have actively created a global forum straddling across the Europe, Asia,
Australia, Africa and America to achieve together the agenda of next decade, 2030, ‘The Advancement of Materials for a Sustainable and Greener
World’.

Since commencement of AMC, IAAM has hosted over
15,000 representatives from over 100 countries in its past
assemblies held in the famous world-wide destinations such
as city of Nobel, Stockholm (Sweden); Singapore (Lion
City, science and technology hub in Asia), Miami, Orlando
(USA); Sydney (Australia); Jinan (Spring City, co-hosted
by Jinan University, China), Delhi (co-hosted by University
of Delhi, India), Izmir (co-hosted by İzmir Institute of
Technology, Tukey) and many more (Fig. 2 & 3) [7-13].
Initially, AMC was conducted on land in alliance with
renowned universities up to 2013. IAAM noticed the
possibility of organizing a unique venue such as congress
centre at a cruise ship, which could bring high-yield
collaboration opportunities for delegates. Encompass with
the highest optimality of Congress, IAAM has grown with
a prodigious format of ‘Knowledge Experience at Sea’ so
that delegates could ensure maximum interactions and the
most vibrant discussions in a congenial environment
altogether for advancing materials for translational venues
[14].

upcoming researchers in order to develop the sector of
advanced materials quickly [15-18]. From the very initial
of phases, prominent scientists with affiliations from
highly regarded institutes all over the world joined the
International Association of Advanced Materials, IAAM
and in no time, the organization made its mark in the world
of advanced materials. Ever since then, the organization has
been organizing and facilitating highly interactive forums
for the researchers, professionals, and organizations of the
advanced materials sectors.
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Fig. 3. The AMC assemblies expedite contemporary research fields
of Advanced Materials Science, Engineering, and Technology by
creating world largest networks of multi-inter-trans-disciplinary research,
innovation, and technology.

Fig. 2. Advanced Materials Congress, AMC has successfully
conducted 32 assemblies until February 2020 to promote advanced
materials in both academia and industry.

The 21st century has brought a technological revolution
with itself, and with this revolution, it had become
imperative - as a scientific community - to realize that
technology can prove to be extremely helpful to empower
society. With time, it was also clear that collaborations are
the way to move forward to achieve wholesome
technological advancement. As IAAM started with its
pursuit of facilitating research networks, it became obvious
that advanced materials formed a promising sector that
could help solve a wide range of societal issues. The right
way forward was to create an extensive network and
include the scientific elites as well as the young and

The multidisciplinary conferences that the association
organizes are conducted in such a way that they create a
perfect amalgamation of various research areas and provide
a valuable experience to the delegates. The association has
made constant efforts to induce collaborations and build
partnerships among professionals and researchers working
in different branches of science, engineering and
technology. Throughout the past decade, the International
Association of Advanced Materials, IAAM, has utilized
widely regarded international congresses to facilitate
discussions on critical fields like nanomaterials, energy
materials, composite materials, metamaterials, functional
materials, healthcare materials, applied materials, etc.
[19-22] Another major contribution that the International
Association of Advanced Materials, IAAM has made in last
ten years is that it has put significant efforts to facilitate the
commercialization of valuable research into tangible
products for the end-user.

With the arrival of the year 2020, the International
Association of Advanced Materials, IAAM, completes ten
years of what has been an absolutely wondrous and glorious
journey. On its way, the association has deeply infused the
spirit of partnership, collaboration, and team building in the
world of advanced materials. In the process, IAAM has
achieved great heights and is widely regarded as a
prestigious organization today. As we take a look back at
these ten years, it can be found that IAAM made boundless
contributions to the advanced materials world while
working with the motto of “Advancement of Materials to
Global Excellence” [3,4].
During these ten years, IAAM also regularly organized
about 20 consortiums as part of its congress assemblies.
These consortiums proved to be a valuable bridge between
the academic, researchers, scientists, and the industry
professionals [3]. By facilitating forums for knowledge
sharing, building joint infrastructures, and to bring various
business giants together, the International Association of
Advanced Materials, IAAM, has significantly enhanced the
quality and efficiency of the partnerships that are formed
within the scientific world and also between the industry
professionals and scientific elites (Fig. 4). The idea of
working with young and innovative minds has proved to be
extremely successful and paved the way for some cuttingedge, modern, and highly useful technology for the market.
Looking at the developments that IAAM has accelerated in
ten years, it is quite reasonable to say that the International
Association of Advanced Materials, IAAM has grown by
leaps and bounds.

Along with several other forums, the Advanced
Materials Congress, AMC has also had a very fruitful and
remarkable journey. The first assembly of this congress was
organized in China and today, it has grown to become one
of the largest global networks of advanced materials
researchers and entrepreneurs. In the future, the association
hopes to perpetuate an enthusiasm in the researchers to
achieve a sustainable and green world and also achieve
greater heights and levels of cooperation (Fig. 5).
In the year 2020, AMC assemblies will be geared up to
conduct amelioration of challenges of society in general.
The assemblies will be taking place to the far-flung corners
of the world as the announced assemblies of AMC:

Fig. 5. Upcoming assemblies of Advanced Materials Congress, AMC
as step towards the “Advancement of materials to sustainable and
green world”.

Fig. 4. With the stupendous format of ‘Knowledge Experience at Sea’,
in 2020, the Advanced Materials Congress, AMC is going to serve as
a platform for a wide variety of purposes such as a mean of creative
expression for interpersonal advancements and the pursuit of excellence.
These assemblies also help to build mutual identity and celebrate
multicultural traditions.

The AMC assemblies create worldwide consortiums of
translational research and innovation in order to bridge the
gap between academia and industry. With the ease of this
platform, the delegates get the opportunity to share their
research work as well as build a network of talented
resources with an abundance of knowledge. Moreover, this
innovative approach of ‘Knowledge Experience at Sea’
provides a distinctive opportunity for the Advanced
Materials community to have manifold discussions in a
panoptic fashion. It enables a highly extensive coordination

of various substantial research fields of Advanced
Materials, Science and Technology as well.
One of the greatest concerns of the International
Association of Advanced Materials, IAAM is to ensure the
‘Advancement of Materials to Global Excellence’ [22]. For
this reason, IAAM has set its specific benchmarks in line in
terms of quality. Since 2010 IAAM has refined its way to
make more and wider access of AMC assemblies for every
individual. And in this decade, the Association hopes to
continue with the same momentum for the betterment of
society; for the betterment of science and technology; and
for the betterment of advancement materials community.
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